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The LEGO Group, the world’s third-largest manufacturer of play materials with 2011 sales of 1.87 billion 
Danish kroner (about $335 million U.S.)1, is a privately held company based in Billund, Denmark. The 
company is owned by the Kirk Kristiansen family (who founded it in 1932), now led by grandson Kjeld Kirk 
Kristiansen. The name LEGO is an abbreviation of the Danish words “leg godt,” meaning “play well.” The 
company is dedicated to the development of children’s creativity through playing and learning. In 2002, 
the LEGO Group faced several threats to its business model from low-cost/low-quality imitators, cheap 
alternative products from competitors, and new Internet-based channels of learning and play for children 
(e.g., video games, iPods, etc.). To thrive in the changing market, LEGO Group management and senior 
leadership chose to adapt their business model to integrate fans (i.e., devoted users of LEGO products), forge 
new partnerships, change their organization’s structure, and build new capabilities based on a customer-
centric approach.

Gaute Munch, the technology product manager at the company, was a quiet, thoughtful man, but his 
eyes twinkled when he talked about the power of engaging fans in his work. He leaned forward, telling the 
story of a brilliant fan from Poland whose work Munch saw on YouTube and who later became instrumental 
in a key design element for the LEGO Power Functions line — the new LEGO electric building system that 
contained battery boxes to deliver power, motors to make parts move, remote control, and the ability to 
connect to computers so that LEGO users could control their personal creations.2 The Polish fan was one 
of many from France, Belgium, the United Kingdom, and the Unites States who spurred the LEGO Group’s 
thinking about an entirely new scale of design for LEGO train tracks (as part of the LEGO Power Functions 
line). Munch spoke with utmost respect for the hundreds of thousands of fans whose passion for LEGO 
products led to some of the company’s most creative and innovative applications, which went well beyond 
the scope of what the company could have imagined. The LEGO Group illustrated the notion that a toy 
manufacturer was only as strong as its fan base, so much so that LEGO fans were also credited with helping 
in the rebirth of the LEGO corporate culture.

Years of serious declines in profits and a slipping share of the children’s entertainment and education 
market had left the LEGO Group in a precarious state.
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“We had a fundamental lack of self-understanding,” said Jørgen Vig Knudstorp, CEO of the 
LEGO Group. “We had to ask ourselves, ‘Why do we exist?’ Global companies need a unique 
reason for being. We had lost our way trying to be the world’s biggest brand.”3

The hard work and passion of employees often help a struggling company recover from a downturn. 
However, in the case of LEGO Group, it was also the involvement of fans that helped the company find its 
way back to the reason for its existence. Growing use of the Internet provided visibility into a network of 
user groups, fan sites, secondary businesses, and local communities that made up the remarkably vast LEGO 
worldwide fan base. Knudstorp remembered meeting with members of this passionate fan base at his first 
appearance in 2005 at Brickfest, a convention for adult fans of LEGO Group. Users grilled him for two and a 
half hours about what was happening with the company:

“After that experience, I knew the brand would not die,” Knudstorp remarked. “It just 
needed a [new] business model. This community was literally banging on our door wanting 
to be let in to help create. Companies underestimate this passion about their brand and 
experience, but this type of engagement builds loyalty.”4

The LEGO Group tapped into a wellspring of intelligence, creativity, skill, and innovation when it began 
to authentically and respectfully engage with its fan base. In a new age of innovation with rapidly-changing 
customer expectations, the relationship between customers and companies (across industries) had changed 
from a traditional “make and sell” business model based on standard products to having the capacity to 
flexibly create new products based on customer feedback. At LEGO Group, this meant the ability to constantly 
create LEGO buildsi that were more exceptional than the last. This method of product creation, however, 
posed new challenges not formerly encountered in traditional business models.

Namely, the growth of the Internet and the increased involvement of a fan base raised a host of new 
questions for upper management: What was the meaning of the LEGO brand now that a large number of 
people could interact with and take ownership of the brand? How could a firm seek new ways of customizing 
products with user input and still retain the ability to monetize the innovations? Could customers become 
competitors in a growing secondary marketplace for goods and services that were related to the firm’s core 
products?

The Evolution of the LEGO Business Model  

The LEGO Group was best known for its signature blocks — molded plastic pieces that could form 
interlocking structures — that promoted problem solving, fostered the development of spatial-relational 
aptitude, and enabled users to design simple to highly creative builds using a wide selection of pieces and 
colors. LEGO builds ranged in complexity (see Figure 1) from the easy assembly of a car, truck, or airplane 
to more sophisticated, complex designs for spaceships.

After its founding in 1932, LEGO Group experienced decades of success and annual profitability, with 
the most successful years peaking around the mid-1990s. Over the years, the company became a household 
brand and a product that was passed on from one generation to the next. LEGO Group focused on its target 
audience (children under age 18), so most LEGO products catered specifically to that age group. Although 
the firm was aware that it had a large consumer base in the 30-and-over age range, it made a conscious 
decision to stay focused on building toys that specifically appealed to the needs of youth. This was a norm 
in the company’s original mission and had generated regular profits.

i Builds refer to the different configurations (or designs) which LEGO elements could be used to construct.
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Figure 1
LEGO Product Evolution (1932-1999)

1932-1939 1940-1949 1950-1959 1960-1969 1970-1979 1980-1989 1990-1999

Source: This figure was created by the authors of the case.

By 1990, LEGO Group had become one of the world’s 10 largest toy manufacturers.5 Seeking to leverage 
its reputation for quality and product leadership, the company turned its focus to becoming the world’s best-
known brand among families with children by 2005. What ensued in the building of this new brand identity 
was a vast product expansion based on a crisp, cool, “wow” design philosophy. As the firm focused on brand 
permeation, it exponentially multiplied product lines, extended relationships with big-box retailers; and 
diversified into clothes, LEGOLAND parks, retail stores, television programs, and video games.

Despite the focus on new initiatives and brand expansion, in 1998, LEGO Group posted the first-ever 
annual loss in its history. The company’s approach to product expansion and diversification backfired as 
many of the new products deviated from its core platform of traditional LEGO blocks and added layers of 
complexity that became increasingly difficult to manage. In response, the company underwent restructuring 
and eliminated a thousand jobs from its global workforce of 9,079 employees as well as scaled down its 
innovation initiatives, controlling product variety. LEGO Group’s financial challenges continued throughout 
2000. It signed licensing rights for toys based on the popular “Harry Potter” and “Star Wars” movie franchises. 
In 2001, however, it again missed its budget targets, and in 2004, LEGO Group was still struggling and 
registered a $344-million loss.6

Most analysts theorized the drop in sales could be attributed to the emergence of electronic devices like 
MP3 players and video-game systems as well as competitors like Mega Bloks that had entered the market 
since the last of LEGO Group’s major patents expired in 1978. However, consumer data told a different story: 
It affirmed the brand loyalty of customers. About 75 percent of sales of all toys still came from new, non-
electronic products.7 The company then began to look into internal reasons that could be contributing to 
its losses. One potential explanation was that the lack of discipline in the LEGO design process had actually 
crippled the supply chain due to the focus on innovation for the sake of creating a large variety of blocks 
and products, which were not selling in sufficient volume. This also could have caused the firm to lose its 
focus on its customers’ wants.8
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Even the MINDSTORMS product line (see Figure 2) — a seemingly successful pet project of then-CEO 
Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen in the late 1990s — was not immune to the backlash. While MINDSTORMS created 
a lot of buzz and was an initial success, it had disappointing sales records as time passed. In response, 
management decided to temporarily shut down the California MINDSTORMS design and development center in 
2001. The Adult Fans of LEGO (AFOL) online communities, however, kept MINDSTORMS alive despite the lack 
of product development and customer service. This user-driven platform of creation, production, and sharing 
would have significant implications for LEGO Group’s new approach to innovation.

A New CEO: Jørgen Vig Knudstorp

In 2003, as LEGO Group continued to lose money and market share, Kristiansen stepped down from 
his position as CEO, and Jørgen Vig Knudstorp (an executive outside the LEGO-founding Kristiansen family) 
became the new CEO in 2004. Knudstorp introduced a seven-year strategy that focused on stabilizing the 
company as well as creating a long-term, sustainable innovation model for the development of products, 
business processes, and marketing materials. Knudstorp stressed the importance of results, not just the 
simple feel-good idea of making the best toys.10 He envisioned a shift from the company’s traditional 
product-centric model to a more flexible customer-centric model. He also wanted to drive the message that 
both efficiency and flexibility were important for a company’s survival.

The survival and transition phases of Knudstorp’s turnaround plan were designed to create a sustainable 
core platform that ensured long-term profitability. The LEGO Group then embarked on a four-year period in 
which the firm eliminated or contracted out non-core businesses. It was decided that the core purpose of 
the LEGO business was to offer products with unique designs that helped children learn systematic problem-
solving. LEGO Group decided that it was going to compete by being the best and not the biggest.11 Hence it 
trimmed product offerings, modernized its supply chain, and refocused its efforts on its core DUPLO, Make & 
Create, Classic, and Technic product lines.

In developing the long-term innovation platform, Knudstorp imagined a new business model in which 
product development took place closer to the consumer and the company engaged its own consumers 
as designers, programmers, and evangelists. This was a radical departure from traditional LEGO corporate 
practices. Given the operational and cultural challenges of embracing such a platform, Knudstorp introduced 
a new organizational structure for LEGO Group in 2006.

By 2008, the company’s core business (toys made with LEGO blocks) remained intact, and the firm had 
sales growth of 38 percent, despite a 3 percent downturn in the toy industry worldwide.12 Simultaneously, 
on the innovation front, the Adult Fans of LEGO community was embraced, and some AFOL members were 
selected, based on their expertise, to work as lead developers in launching new product lines, including LEGO 
Factory and the third generation of the MINDSTORMS products, called MINDSTORMS EV3. The timeline of the 
major activities of LEGO Group since Knudstorp became CEO is shown in Figure 3.

The transformation happening within the company, which occurred along three dimensions — 
organizational evolution, community evolution, and technological evolution — is explained next.DO N
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Figure 2
Innovation through MINDSTORMS

The LEGO Group released its groundbreaking product line MINDSTORMS in 1998.  
MINDSTORMS was the brainchild of a research partnership between LEGO Group and the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Media Laboratory, and was created to explore how to 
teach children through robotics. The LEGO MINDSTORMS Robotic Invention Kits provided the 
parts to create small, customizable robots. They consisted of computerized bricks, motors, 
and sensors that could be programmed through a computer using proprietary software. 
MINDSTORMS was considered revolutionary for integrating computer technology with toys 
and presented an entirely new way for users to interact with LEGO products.

As LEGO Group’s first foray into software-enabled play, MINDSTORMS brought new 
challenges to the company. Within two weeks of MINDSTORMS hitting the market, hackers 
reverse-engineered the firmware and developed programs that could be used to program 
LEGO MINDSTORMS robots. Hackers connected new interface devices and designed 
applications using the robots that were not always in alignment with LEGO’s culture. For example, some hackers 
created animal robots that could perform actions that could be interpreted as acts of cruelty, while in other cases 
the hackers developed new designs that were in alignment with the LEGO culture and successful with its customer 
community. Another challenge was that it was unclear who owned the intellectual property rights of these designs. 
The initial reaction from LEGO Group was to protect its intellectual property (IP) rights. Some worried that the 
company could be held legally liable for the actions of the programs developed by hackers. LEGO Group decided to 
shut down the hackers through changes in hardware and making the software platform closed, to shield what LEGO 
saw as important IP rights. Other companies experienced similar challenges: Sony was battling lawsuits over its AIBO 
robotic dog, and copyright protection lawsuits against file-sharing sites such as Napster captured news headlines.

LEGO Group knew that litigation and policing of the product could not only damage its relationship with its fans 
but would be a costly war to wage. The dilemma was that while fans were writing great code and enabling amazing 
changes by improvising on the MINDSTORMS product platform, this also opened the floodgates to hackers. The firm 
knew that letting hacking go unchecked was risky, but was the risk worth it? Steven Canvin, one of the original 
MINDSTORMS team members, remembered:

“The MINDSTORMS Web site was saturated with ideas from users. How could we make something cooler than what 
they did? We make awesome models and products, but what they did blew our minds.”9

The issues surrounding MINDSTORMS revealed that there were online communities of adult fans who had an 
extremely high interest in LEGO products. The AFOL consisted of parents, hobbyists, computer hackers, teachers, and 
engineers who created Web sites that featured blueprints of custom MINDSTORMS creations, hacks of the proprietary 
software, and even books such as “LEGO MINDSTORMS for Dummies.” This was a new subculture and market for LEGO 
products and put LEGO Group (a privately held company that traditionally had a closed-architecture mindset) on alert 
for copyright infringement and unauthorized use of LEGO products. It also challenged the capabilities of the LEGO 
software and firmware, creating a tsunami of attention around the products.

Despite the potential risks, the firm decided not to shut down MINDSTORMS and to try to manage the hackers 
to the company’s advantage. LEGO Group decided to give public license to the fans to invent and create a new and 
healthy ecosystem of development for MINDSTORMS, which proved to be a huge turning point for the company. Over 
a million MINDSTORMS kits were sold by 2008. A new segment of the LEGO fan base was born and, more importantly, 
a new model for engaging fans had emerged.

Source: This figure was created by the authors of this case

First Generation RCX 
programmable brick
(Photo Courtesy LEGO RCX)
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Figure 3
LEGO Timeline (2003-2010)

2003

$253 million loss 
reported

LEGO Factory 
launched

LEGO Games, 
concept store

Jørgen Vig Knudstrop 
becomes CEO, Web 2.0

MINDSTORMS NXT, 
CED created

LEGO Universe

2004

2005

2006

2009

2010

Source: This figure was created by the authors of the case.

Organizational Evolution  

At the heart of the LEGO Group rebirth was a story of a connection to its core, a LEGO term for the 
fundamental work of systematic creativity upon which it was built from its earliest days. A return to the core 
not only affected the way the firm designed and developed its products, but also the way it organized itself 
to maximize intelligence, creativity, and input from true LEGO believers inside and outside the firm.

Over-Building the Brand

In the mid to late 1990s, when LEGO Group set its goal to become the world’s best-known brand among 
families with children, the company’s focus shifted from creating systems for building that engaged the mind 
and sparked creativity to making toys that had little to do with LEGO values. To fulfill the goal of global 
brand identity, the company brought in outside marketing experts to help with selling and merchandising 
products to the world instead of to the traditional LEGO consumer. The resulting over-diversified product 
lines (some of which were not successful in the market) complicated the LEGO supply chain and seriously 
affected the company’s profitability. This caused tremendous upheaval in the company.

Current company executives described that period as a time when LEGO Group wanted to be a brand that 
was attractive to “cool” kids, not a brand that would be associated with “nerdy” kids and certainly not for 
adults who were considered completely outside the company’s target demographic.

“We had totally lost touch with the people that made LEGO what it was ... our fans,” said 
Paal Smith-Meyer, then creative director of Concept & Design at The LEGO Group. “Parents 
had a hard time finding LEGO products that looked like LEGO when they were kids. We 
underestimated the nostalgia parents felt for LEGO, the passing on of tradition, and the 
legacy of building, which they wanted to share with their own children.”13

This loss of focus was detrimental not only to the company’s profitability, but also to LEGO Group’s 
internal culture.

Re-Aligning With the Customer

When Knudstorp became CEO, Smith-Meyer, Tormod Askildsen (the head of LEGO Community Development), 
and others made their case for a renewed focus and engagement with fans. Knudstorp recalled:
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“Tormod would come into my office and say: Do you realize that 1 to 2 percent of our users 
buy a disproportionate amount of our product? Do you realize we have these super-users? 
He was closest to the fan community and knew what we had there.”14

Likewise, Smith-Meyer would give Knudstorp idea after idea for turning the company back to its fan base 
and was met with open ears.

“Jorgen listened deeply to the employees at The LEGO Group, the people who had been 
here for years who felt passionately about what the LEGO brand stood for and what we 
could be. He sought out people’s opinions and took time to create a solution that would 
allow LEGO Group to regain its footing,” said Smith-Meyer.15

For LEGO to reconnect with its consumers as well as capture the best that its employees had to offer, 
Knudstorp knew that the corporate culture of LEGO Group had to change. According to Knudstorp, the 
company had become self-obsessed, had stopped listening to its customers and, ultimately, had lost its 
identity. To change this attitude, Knudstorp pushed his personal agenda to “seek any avenue for truth.”

LEGO Group started encouraging a customer-oriented organizational culture. To empower employees to 
be more responsive to customer feedback, Knudstorp enhanced internal and external communications by 
eliminating unnecessary hierarchical and bureaucratic processes. He opened the door to employee feedback 
and developed communication channels by starting an informal blog site, responding quickly to any feedback 
and ideas from employees, and updating any progress that was made based on employees’ suggestions. 
Employees felt authenticity and sincerity from this communication style and open culture, which quickly 
created an air of trust throughout the company. Knudstorp explained, “Before leadership was authoritative, 
but leadership today is about authenticity.”16

Further, Knudstorp created a culture of accountability by tying employees’ pay to the company’s 
performance. He also encouraged cost-saving measures in new toy design, such as optimizing the number of 
different parts required per product. This reduced development time by half, with some new products moving 
from idea to box in less than a year.17

In 2006, LEGO Group also underwent an organizational restructuring. It was divided into two business 
groups — the Markets and Products group (known as M&P) and the Community, Education, and Direct group 
(CED) — which were served by supporting groups known as the Corporate Center and Global Supply Chain 
(see Figure 4). This new structure aligned with the company’s strategy to both continue its traditional 
business model of manufacturing pieces and leverage the broader community of customers and partners; 
these two distinct types of activities required different strengths.

M&P had jurisdiction over the LEGO Group’s existing core products, while CED was created as an outlet 
for finding new lines of business (reflecting the company’s key new focus on customer involvement). The 
reorganization allowed the company to effectively foster both sides of its business. Operationally, M&P was 
able to focus on cost efficiencies and horizontal product differentiation within core products. Culturally, 
traditionalists within LEGO Group were attracted to this group, where they could stay committed to existing 
practices. CED, on the other hand, had the freedom to experiment and innovate, without bearing the full 
risks and consequences of failure. CED had a mission based on one of LEGO Group’s new fundamental beliefs 
— to incorporate learning through direct engagement with customers. It achieved this by working with the 
LEGO community in LEGO shops, at LEGO-related events, or in special ad-hoc projects. Learnings from these 
events were then built into technical specifications, product designs, and sales models. To foster innovation, 
CED reduced hurdles through a fast process of approving ideas, developed fast-track business pilots, and, 
most importantly, staffed itself with a group of forward-thinking employees who were not averse to change.
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Figure 4
Internal Structural Alignment
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Source: This figure was created by the authors of the case.

The LEGO Group also adopted a people and culture strategy across the company that focused on critical 
staff-related policies and implemented a new competency model in 2007. The model defined the eight most 
important competencies that formed the basis for the selection, assessment, and development of employees 
at the LEGO Group. They were:

1. Result Orientation

2. Strategic Orientation

3. Market Innovation

4. Customer and Business Partner Understanding & Impact

5. Collaboration

6. People Development

7. Team Leadership

8. Functional Expertise

This model spawned collaborative, highly motivated, cross-functional pilot project teams comprised of 
people from different parts of the organization (such as design, engineering, marketing, and finance) who 

explored new business opportunities.
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Community Evolution  

“LEGO shifted because of the realization of huge talent, knowledge, and passion in the 
[fan] community. Some [fans] were more knowledgeable than our own people. The more 
we understood the community and respected what they did, the more we realized that it 
would be stupid not to involve them.”

– Lisbeth V. Pallesen, Former Executive Vice President of CED group18

Initially, LEGO Group was unnerved by the existence of fans over the age of 30, believing that they 
were a shadow market that strayed too far from the company’s intended target market to add value to the 
LEGO brand. In fact, some within LEGO Group thought that the members of the AFOL detracted from the 
“coolness” factor, which was critical to LEGO branding. Furthermore, the open-source use of their proprietary 
code in an uncontrolled environment was viewed as a threat by command-control traditionalists within the 
organization.

The adult fan base was comprised of teachers, students, parents, engineers, and hobbyists. They 
maintained thousands of Web sites and blogs that featured LEGO creations inspired by different faiths and 
Brothers Brick, which showcased all things LEGO from life size houses to news and advice. In its effort to 
reach out to adult fans, the company realized AFOL not only constituted another consumer group, but also 
was useful in component design and product development (see Figure 5). 

Adult fans were able to give meaningful feedback and had the technical expertise necessary to solve 
design issues and innovate designs. Over time, LEGO Group came to realize that the potential of the AFOL 
was too great not to be considered a meaningful extension of the LEGO community — especially in light 
of the company’s desire to build an engaging platform for co-creation. By searching through LEGO-related 
online forums and YouTube videos of LEGO builders, the company identified five “LEGO Luminaries,” the 
strongest builders in terms of LEGO hardware, software, and operating systems across North America and 
Europe, and invited them to participate in a closed Internet forum. This resulted in inspired learning and the 
development of new products and components.

Knudstorp concluded that LEGO customers were not only the end users of the product, but also 
contributed to the growth of the business. Moreover, Knudstorp wanted to involve as many dedicated brand 
communities — such as the LEGO “Star Wars” community — as possible. Before long, LEGO Group benefited 
from interactions with its consumers along the entire process of product development, from technical design 
to marketing and sales. For example, LEGO Hobby Train was a complete user-effort product with minimal 
involvement from the company.

MINDSTORMS NXT

In 2005, LEGO Group used its new approach of leveraging fans for its MINDSTORMS NXT, the next 
generation of MINDSTORMS. The company turned to its elite fans, inviting some to join the research and 
development team. The team admitted that fans’ contributions toward MINDSTORMS NXT were invaluable, 
acknowledging that what they brought to the table was not something that LEGO had in-house. For example, 
one fan explained the need for a particular type of LEGO piece. The resulting design pin (dubbed the 
Hassenpin) was named after this fan.

Also, by making the firmware of MINDSTORMS open source, the NXT brick had a considerable impact on 
the fledgling home hobby robotics marketplace. The fact that users could program the software code and 
modify it fascinated robotics fans, and many ended up sharing their creations with MINDSTORMS communities 
on the Web.
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Figure 5
Customer-Developed Product Design on Brothers Brick Web site

Tiny Tachikoma

I’m loving this little tachikoma by Lord Dane. It’s another creative new use for the figure 

bases from the new Toy Story army men set. Even if it’s not quite as brilliant as the motorcycle 

we featured recently, it still looks good, and makes use of an otherwise useless part. Better 

still, this tachikoma is true to the inspiration from Ghost in the Shell, and can accommodate 

a minifig

Source: “Tiny Tachikoma.” Brothers-Brick.com. August 2010.

The Ambassador Program

In the LEGO Ambassador program, 88 ambassadors were chosen from the various LEGO user groups. 
Ambassadors were nominated and recommended by fans in the forums to represent their respective user 
groups in interactions with LEGO Group. On-staff LEGO community managers established close relationships 
with the ambassadors, and the ambassadors also proved to be extremely loyal to the company (e.g., even 
if they knew of product lines that were about to be launched, they would not disclose that information to 
the public).

LEGO Entrepreneurs

Several fans extended their passion for the LEGO brand into entrepreneurial activities, and the LEGO 
Group assisted some of these entrepreneurs financially. For example, a LEGO fan in the U.S. started a party-
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planning business with a LEGO theme, and the company supported her passion and creativity by providing 
her with LEGO bricks. Other larger-scale examples of LEGO Group’s support of entrepreneurs included Brick 
Journal, LEGO Architecture, and the Brazil Education Program.

BrickJournal — BrickJournal, a quarterly publication for the AFOL community was started by a fan, Joe 
Meno. The first edition was just a PDF document created entirely by Meno. LEGO managers were amazed at 
his passion and decided to help him in the continuation of the BrickJournal, which soon took the form of a 
magazine. Meno was the sole editor, and the magazine received support from LEGO Group to get started, as 
well as regularly featured interviews with LEGO management and designers. The BrickJournal also published 
interviews, articles, models, and creations by fans. It was for the fans by the fans.

LEGO Architecture — Adam Reed Tucker, an architect and LEGO fan, created versions of several famous 
structures such as the Empire State Building, the Seattle Space Needle, the Chicago Spire, the Trump Tower, 
and the World Trade Center using just LEGO bricks. Smith-Meyer met him at a fan event in Chicago and 
saw the potential of Tucker’s work to become a product line. Smith-Meyer shipped thousands of bricks to 
Tucker, and Tucker and his family members sat in their living room, kitchen, and garage manually sorting 
the bricks into different little plastic packets for this product line. They built 2,000 test boxes of the 
Sears Tower and Hancock Center in Chicago, which were sold in 12 stores. They called their garage-based 
company “Brickstructures Inc.” In 2008, LEGO Group announced the partnership with Tucker to launch “LEGO 
Architecture.” This was a milestone for the company, as it was the first entirely new business launched 
with a community member. In 2010, LEGO Architecture was sold in more than 1,000 stores in the U.S. that 
previously had not sold LEGO products.

Brazil Education Program — The LEGO Group always thought of its bricks as having educational value, 
but one entrepreneur, Marcos Wesley, took this belief to a new level when he convinced schools in Brazil to 
change their curriculum to incorporate LEGO-based learning as an integral part of math and science classes. 
He was the founder of EDACOM, the LEGO Education distributor in Brazil since the late 1990s. LEGO Education 
was established in the early 1980s to explore and develop educational applications for LEGO bricks. Wesley 
realized that there were ways (other than selling boxes) to get LEGO products into schools, so he developed 
a program called LEGO ZOOM, which was launched in 2002. LEGO ZOOM allowed students to build robots with 
moving parts that helped them better connect with the topics they were learning in school and allowed them 
to build fun models. This program meshed with a school’s curriculum to help students better understand 
target topics. LEGO ZOOM became extremely successful in Brazil, and LEGO Group created a joint venture with 
EDACOM to launch the program around the world. LEGO-based learning became so popular among parents 
that several schools in Brazil incorporated it at all levels of education, from kindergarten to high school. The 
LEGO Education division provided full support to Wesley when it saw the potential in his program. The LEGO 
ZOOM program was estimated to reach at least a million students in Brazil, and the same curriculum-based 
sales method was piloted in other countries in the late 2000s.19

Technological Evolution  

“Does LEGO compete on technology? No. Technology is an enabler for success, and we 
apply it in ways that will enhance user experience.”

– Paal Smith-Meyer, creative director of Concept & Design20

Through Web-based communities such as social networking sites, video-sharing sites, wikis, and blogs, 
LEGO fans communicated with each other, shared information, and collaboratively came up with innovative 
ideas. The LEGO Group was proud of the scale and number of these Web communities. The company leveraged 
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the huge community fan base by tapping into its innovative ideas to enhance the quality of LEGO products, 
and it frequently sourced talent from fan-created videos uploaded on YouTube. For example, Munch (a LEGO 
Group technology product manager) was impressed by a creation that a fan uploaded on YouTube, so Munch 
contacted the fan to ask if he would be interested in providing recommendations to LEGO Group. Munch went 
further to test the capability of fans by asking them to suggest solutions to some of the design problems 
with which LEGO designers struggled. For example, when the problem of bringing the steering wheel of a 
LEGO car back to the center position once it had turned either right or left was posted for fans to solve, to 
his surprise one fan came up with a solution within a week. This incident is one of many where the LEGO 
Group realized that the knowledge of fans sometimes far exceeded the company’s in-house knowledge. The 
company went on to institute a system to incorporate certain fans as lead developers in order to address 
specific technological design issues.

LEGO Group also actively leveraged customers’ involvement by seeking their opinions through a Web-
based platform. The LEGO intranet forum enabled the company to selectively invite user group ambassadors 
to post their opinions and speak for the LEGO community. LEGO product managers regularly accessed this 
semi-closed forum for ideas and information regarding market interests and concerns about LEGO products. A 
dedicated administrator within LEGO Group managed each forum, responding to questions and opinions. The 
company also launched a fully open forum in Japan called LEGO CUUSOO (meaning “wish” in Japanese). Here 
users could post their wishes for new LEGO products and support others’ ideas. The first product resulting 
from LEGO CUUSOO was launched in February of 2011. That June, LEGO Group started an international version 
of the fully open forum. These forums fostered a heightened level of excitement and engagement between 
LEGO employees and the LEGO fan community.

To incorporate play and learning in a digital medium, LEGO Group introduced LEGO Factory.21 Through 
LEGO Factory, customers could design their own LEGO model sets on an easy-to-use interface. LEGO Factory 
was subsequently replaced by a new platform called Design byME. This platform was closed in 2012 as part of 
the company’s process of evolving its digital platform through right user-interface and design features. LEGO 
offered a digital platform called LEGO Digital Designer, first released in 2004, which adopted user-friendly 
interfaces and comprehensive customer service so that children and adults of all ages could create unique 
and personalized products, share them online, and even order the physical bricks and building instructions 
for their personal product. (See Figure 6.) Lego Factory and Design byME used Lego Digital Designer as a 
platform.

The LEGO Group evolved in how it leveraged technology as an enabler for engaging with its customers 
and fans. In 2005, the company was facing the challenge of restructuring the ways it used technology: It 
had a range of standalone technology applications that were tied to the variety of products the company 
supported, and there was minimal integration across these applications. Thus the company’s consumers 
had only a silo view of specific products. To counter this challenge, the LEGO Group started to build more 
integrated technology platforms. It created engagement platforms where its fans could get involved, based 
on their own passions for LEGO technology. Through these platforms the company could present fans with 
challenges to solve (e.g., challenges about platform architecture or functionality of specific components) 
in online project rooms. These project rooms spawned deep discussions and gave LEGO Group many valuable 
ideas to prototype. Following the early ideation and prototyping, the company hosted a range of LEGO 
building workshops to which it invited fans selected from the forum. This was highly engaging both for 
the fans and for the LEGO employees involved. The fans deeply wanted to ensure that the LEGO technology 
platforms for the future were done right. When LEGO Group launched the new electric building system (LEGO 
Power Functions) in 2007, it was a success co-created with its fans. “Engagement of the fan community has 
continued to contribute to the expansion of our technology platforms,” said one LEGO executive.22
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Figure 6
LEGO Digital Designer Screen

Source: This is a screen shot taken from the LEGO Digital Designer website <http://ldd.LEGO.com/en-us/>.

Manufacturing Improvements  

“Creativity in innovation is necessary, but one must also ensure discipline in operations.”
– Paal Smith-Meyer, creative director of Concept & Design23

After a poor year in 2004 (see Figure 7), in its efforts to become profitable, LEGO Group started focusing 
on efficiency in all business processes. Distribution activities were outsourced to external partners. By the 
end of 2007, distribution in the U.S. was handled by centers in Texas and Tennessee, while centers in the 
Czech Republic handled distribution for the rest of the world. In addition, some manufacturing activities 
were shifted to locales in Central Europe and Mexico to shorten LEGO product supply chains and take 
advantage of decreased labor costs.

LEGO bricks were made from plastic granules, using an injection-molding process. The machines produced 
more than 2 million bricks per hour. The process of packaging the bricks was highly automated. All the 
bricks except those for LEGO Factory, which were hand-picked, were packaged using sophisticated computer 
programs, ensuring efficiency in operations.

Previously, LEGO designers would request a wide array of colors and types of bricks, and there was 
no governance to keep proliferation of brick types in check. This led to a rise in the kinds of bricks being 
manufactured, eventually leading to significant inefficiency. For example, some paints were more expensive 
than others and, in some cases, a new brick was created that was unnecessary; an existing brick could have 
been used. In fact, some people believed that having so many brick types made the LEGO play experience 
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unrecognizable — it was a deviation from what the LEGO Group really was. So, around 2005, the company 
reduced the total number of brick designs produced from 13,000 to 7,000.24 Additionally, designers now had 
to keep in mind that there were costs associated with creating bricks.

Figure 7
LEGO Financials 2002-2011

Year 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002

Revenue* 18,731 16,014 11,661 9,526 8,027 7,798 7,027 6,315 6,792 9,601

Net Profit* 4,160 3,718 2,204 1,352 1,028 1,290 214 -1,931 -935 326

Gross Margin % 70.5 72.4 70.3 66.8 65 64.9 58 57.7 61.3 70

Net Profit Margin 
%

22.2 23.2 18.9 14.2 12.8 16.5 7.2 -30.6 -13.8 3.4

ROE 66.8 84.4 82.3 72.2 71.6 147.1 44.2 -46.3 -16.7 4.6

# of Employees 9,374 8,365 7,286 5,388 4,199 4,908 5,302 5,620 6,542 6,659

*Notes: Monetary figures are in millions of Danish kroner (1 USD = approximately 5.65 kroner)
Source: LEGO Financial Statements

Discipline in this function reduced the overall cost of operating the molding machines by 30 percent. 
LEGO Group found that by not indulging in excess, it was able to increase supply chain flexibility through 
greater control and higher visibility. As a result of the operational efficiencies, the company was able to 
achieve the financial flexibility necessary to invest in its future growth through the Community, Education, 
and Direct groups (CED).

Continued Testing with Customer Engagement Platforms  

LEGO Group continuously experimented with new avenues to generate income. It opened the first 
LEGOLAND — a theme park based on the LEGO brand — in 1968 in its hometown of Billund, Denmark. 
After LEGOLAND’s success, the company opened new parks in England (1996), the U.S. (1999), and Germany 
(2002). These parks were sold in 2005 and became operated by the U.K.-based Merlin Entertainment Group 
Ltd. The rationale for this decision was that Merlin Entertainment had rich experience in running theme 
parks. Also, approximately 36% of Merlin Entertainment was owned by KIRKBI, the parent company of LEGO 
Group. It was the largest company of its kind in Europe and the second largest globally (after Walt Disney 
Parks and Resorts).25 Under Merlin Entertainment, new LEGOLAND parks were opened in Malaysia and Florida 
in 2012 to meet customer demand.

The LEGO Group also entered the highly competitive video game industry in 1997 with “LEGO Island.” 
After that, LEGO licensed many successful games, including the highly popular “LEGO Star Wars” line of video 
games, released in late 2010. After its successful foray into video games, the company entered into other 
entertainment sectors such as online gaming . In July of 2009, the LEGO Group launched LEGO Games — a 
range of board games. Game sets included “Minotaurus” and “Lunar Command.” All the board games used 
LEGO bricks, and LEGO Games encouraged users to change the rules.

In August of 2009, the company opened its first “concept store” in Concord, North Carolina, as part of a 
retail expansion. The concept store aimed to provide a platform for children to learn while they play, to have 
the unique opportunity to learn from master builders, and for parents to be able to organize birthday parties.
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In October of 2010, LEGO Group launched LEGO Universe, which was a massive, multi-player online game 
co-developed with NetDevil.26 It was the first LEGO online game in which players could enact various LEGO 
characters and connect and play with other online users. Users could also build toys from Virtual Bricks. 
This online game initially attracted many players but could not ramp up to the scale that was expected, 
so it was shut down by LEGO Group in 2012. This did not stop the company from continuing engagement 
experiments on digital platforms. In 2011, LEGO Group successfully collaborated with Warner Brothers to 
launch LEGO-branded online video game experiences.27 In 2013, Warner Brothers was working on a “LEGO 
Movie,” a computer animated adventure comedy based on LEGO characters.28

Looking to the Future  

The LEGO Group business model transformation and the rise of co-creation with its customer community 
was a work in progress. The company continued its transformation to a customer-centric business model that 
could leverage global talent and deliver new experiences and products through innovation. As it headed into 
relatively unexplored territory, where the rules of business were not yet set, LEGO Group had to heed several 
challenges associated with this new type of business model.

The successful evolution of LEGO Group as a company would require balancing new approaches to 
business development and user integration with traditional business strategy, such as brand identity and 
ownership. As noted by LEGO Group CEO, Knudstorp, companies underestimate the value of consumers who 
are truly passionate about the brand and the experience. The company was proud that LEGO fans felt as 
though they owned the LEGO brand, although managing fans’ expectations could be a challenge. Tormod 
Askildsen explained:

“We are careful to be authentic with our fans. Openness can be hard because the fans 
come to expect more and more from LEGO, not only in the amount of dialogue we have 
with fans, but also in our ability to facilitate and collaborate across multiple projects 
within the company. LEGO lives on a very personal level with our fans, and sometimes our 
LEGO colleagues are not used to this. A big management challenge has been to live with 
uncertainty.”29

The open orientation to user engagement could prove problematic and difficult to monetize if careful 
consideration was not given to how to accommodate the openness and its potential impact on the brand. 
“We filter through what is important for the super-users versus the mass audience, find the overlap, and 
deliver on the technology,”30 Knudstorp said.

LEGO Group needed to develop a revenue model for its incubator businesses if it was to compete 
effectively. While projects like LEGO Factory generated huge amounts of media attention, they generated 
only 1 percent of total the company’s revenues. To justify the investment in such innovations, the incubator 
businesses had to be able to operate in the marketplace within a reasonable time frame, instead of being 
subsidized by core businesses. The next several years would be highly challenging as LEGO Group and several 
other companies continued to move into the digital space. For example, in 2013, “Minecraft” (an online 
game developed by Mojang, a Stockholm-based 30-person startup firm) had emerged as extremely popular 
with children and adults.31 The game was based on virtually breaking and placing blocks but also provided 
an experience for users in designing, exploring, and constructing a virtual world. This game attempted to 
connect with the creativity of the human mind, the same goal that LEGO had as a business model. A key 
question that LEGO Group managers faced was how to manage the rate of new ideas versus the successful 
execution of these ideas to generate revenue and profits.
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